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We show among other things that if B is a Banach function space of continuous
real-valued functions vanishing at infinity on a locally compact Hausdorff space X,
with the property that for some odd natural number p>1, b1p # B for all b # B,
then B=C0(X ).  1997 Academic Press
INTRODUCTION
In this note we study the functional calculus for Banach function algebras
and Banach function spaces of real-valued continuous functions vanishing
at infinity on a locally compact Hausdorff space. A Banach function algebra
on a locally compact Hausdorff space X is a subalgebra B of C0(X ) which
is a Banach algebra in some norm. We also require that B separates the
points of X and, further, that given any point of X there is some function
in B which does not vanish at that point. Since evaluation at a point of X
is a multiplicative linear functional on B, the Banach algebra norm on B
dominates the sup-norm. Any commutative semi-simple Banach algebra
can be considered to be a Banach function algebra on its maximal ideal
space via the Gelfand transform. A Banach function space on a locally compact
Hausdorff space X is a subspace of C0(X) which is a Banach space in some
norm which dominates the sup-norm. We require that any two points of X
can be separated by the absolute value of a function in B and that given
any point of X there is some function in B which does not vanish at that
point. The requirement that any two points of X can be separated by the
absolute value of a function in B is also fulfilled for Banach function
algebras. For Banach function spaces this is a stronger requirement than
point separation. We discuss this at the end of the paper.
In the definitions above the spaces can be either complex or real, but
we will consider spaces of real-valued functions only, except in the last
theorem.
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We say that a function h defined in a neighborhood I of 0 in R operates
on B or is an operating function for B if the composite function h b b belongs
to B whenever b belongs to B and the composition is defined.
In an earlier paper [3] we treated the case where B is uniformly closed
in C0(X ). In this paper we generalize some of the results of [3] to the case
of a non-uniformily closed Banach function algebra or a Banach function
space B. Our main result is that if B has an operating function h, which is
differentiable to the left and right of 0, and if h$(t)   as t  0, then
B=C0(X ).
The case where X is compact and B contains the constant functions was
considered by Katznelson in [6], Bernard in [2], and Hatori in [4, 5].
We make use of some of the methods developed by Hatori in [4] as well
as methods introduced by Sidney in [7] and Bernard in [1].
1. THE MAIN RESULTS
From now on B will always denote a Banach function algebra or Banach
function space on a locally compact Hausdorff space X and h will denote
an operating function for B defined in a neighborhood I of 0 (which we
may assume is an open interval with centre 0), differentiable to the left and
right of 0, whose derivative h$ has the property that limt  0 h$(t)=.
Throughout the paper we assume that h(0)=0. (If X is compact, then
h(0) can be non-zero. But then we can replace h by the function h (t)=h(t)
&h(&t) which operates on B, h (0)=0 and limt  0 h $(t)=). Taking a
smaller interval I if necessary, the conditions on h$ imply that h is increasing.
Let F, G be a pair of disjoint compact subsets of X. In [3] it was shown
that B is dense in C0(X ) and thus there is a function b in B with the
property that b | F<0 and b | G>1. We put
*(F, G)=inf [&b& : b # B, b | F<0 and b | G>1].
As was done in Hatori’s paper [4] we try to obtain bounds for *(F, G). In
[3] we considered the case where the norm on B is the sup-norm. In that
case, if the sequence [bn] is norm-bounded and if the composition h b bn is
defined for each n, then the sequence [h b bn] is also norm-bounded. This
information together with the fact that h is increasing is then used to get
bounds for *(F, G). If the norm is not the sup-norm, it is not at all clear
that the sequence [h b bn] is norm-bounded. But, following Sidney’s idea
from [7] we use the Baire Category Theorem to obtain boundedness for
sequences inside balls whose centers form a dense subset of a given ball,
and this turns out to be sufficient for our purposes.
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Lemma 1.1. There exists a relatively compact open subset U of X and a
positive number M such that *(F, G)M for each pair F, G of disjoint
compact subsets of X"U.
Proof. Let r be a positive number such that the composition h b b is
defined for each b in the r-ball Br of B. Since
Br= .
n # N
[b # Br : &h b b&n],
the Baire Category Theorem implies that there exists a function b0 in B,
positive numbers = and L and a dense subset A= of the =-ball B= of B such
that b0+B= Br and such that &h b (b0+b)&L for all b in A= . Clearly we
can assume that 0 # A= .
Let T>4L= and choose $>0 so that h$(t)>T if 0<|t|<$. Put
U={x # X : |b0(x)|>$4= ,
and let F, G be a pair of disjoint compact subsets of X"U. We are going
to show that *(F, G)2=$&1. By the definition of *(F, G) there exists a
function b in B with the properties that b | F<0, b | G>1 and &b&<*(F, G)+1.
Put
a=h b \b0+ =*(F, G)+1+&h b b0 .
Since h is increasing and since b | F<0 it follows that a | F<0. Again since
h is increasing and since b | G>1 we deduce that on G, we have the
inequality
a>h b\b0+ =*(F, G)+1+&h b b0 .
Suppose for the sake of contradiction that *(F, G)>2=$&1 or equivalently,
that =(*(F, G)+1)<$2. Then on G we have that a>=T(*(F, G)+1). Since
A= is dense in B= we can replace the function (=*(F, G)+1)) b in the definition
of a by a function b= in A= without affecting the inequalities obtained. From
the definition of *(F, G) it then follows that
&a&*(F, G)
=T
*(F, G)+1

=T
2
(the last inequality is a consequence of the fact that *(F, G)1). But
&a&2L and we conclude that 2L=T2, contradicting the choice of T. K
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In the next lemma and a couple of times later on we need the following
result, due to Bernard [1]:
Bernard’s Lemma. Let B be a normed space and let A be a Banach
space which is continuously embedded in B. Let l(B) denote the space of all
bounded sequences of elements from B. Then, if l(A) is dense in l(B),
A=B.
Lemma 1.2. If U is as in Lemma 1.1, then B | (X"U)=C0(X) | (X"U).
Proof. Let X1=X"U and let B1=B | X1 . Then B1 is a Banach space
with respect to the quotient norm & }&1 defined by &u&1=inf [& f & : f # B,
f | X1=u] for u # B1 , and B1 is continuously embedded in C0(X ) | X1=
C0(X1). Further, let X1 denote the one-point compactification of X1 and
let ;(N_X1) denote the StoneCe^ch compactification of N_X1 . We
suppose that f # C0(X1) is extended on X1 so that f (x)=0, where x
denotes the point at infinity of X1 . Then l(C0(X1)) can be identified with
a subspace of C(;(N_X1)) via the correspondence [ fn](k, x)= fk(x) for
each (k, x) in N_X1 . Since the norm on B dominates the sup-norm,
l(B1) is a subspace of l(C0(X1)). By Bernard’s Lemma, to show that B1
=C0(X1), it suffices to show that l(B1) is dense in l(C0(X1)).
Suppose that l(B1) is not dense in l(C0(X1)). Then there exists a
bounded regular Borel measure + on ;(N_X1) which annihilates l(B1)
but not l(C0(X1)). We may suppose that |+|=0 on N_[x] since
[ fn]=0 on N_[x] for every [ fn] # l(C0(X1)). Let +=++&+& be the
Jordan decomposition of +. Pick a real number # such that (2M+1)
(2M+2)<#<1, where M is the constant which appeared in Lemma 1.1.
There exists a pair of disjoint compact subsets F and G of ;(N_X1)"
N_[x] such that ++(F)=+&(G)=0 and +&(F)+++(G)# &+&.
Then there exists [ fn] # l(C0(X1)) such that [ fn]<&1 on F and
[ fn]>1 on G. Put
Fn=[x # X : fn(x)&1] and Gn=[x # X : fn(x)1].
Then Fn and Gn are disjoint compact subsets of X1 . By Lemma 1.1, there
exists, for each natural number n, a function gn # B1 such that
gn&1 on Fn , gn1 on Gn and &gn&<2M+1,
so we have
[gn] # l(B1), [gn]&1 on F and [gn]1 on G.
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Hence
| [gn] d++&(F)+++(G)&(2M+1)(1&#) &+&
[(2M+2) #&(2M+1)] &+&>0,
which is a contradiction proving that l(B1) is dense in l(C0(X1)). K
Lemma 1.3. Each x in X has a compact neighborhood Kx for which
B | Kx=C(Kx).
Proof. Let x be a point in X and let B(x) denote the space of functions
in B which vanish at the point x. It follows from the theorem in [3] that
B is dense in C0(X ). Thus B(x) | (X"[x]) is a Banach function space on
X"[x]. Since we are assuming that h(0)=0, h operates on B(x) | (X"[x]).
We now apply the preceding result to B(x) | (X"[x]). K
We can at this stage prove the special case of our main result, where B
is a Banach function algebra. This is an extension of some of Hatori’s
results in [4] to the locally compact case.
Theorem 1.4. Let B be a Banach function algebra on a locally compact
Hausdorff space X and suppose B has an operating function h defined in a
neighborhood 0, with the property that h is differentiable to the left and right
of 0, and limt  0 h$(t)=. Then B=C0(X ).
Proof. By Bernard’s Lemma it suffices to show that l(B) is dense in
l(C0(X )). We let X denote the one-point compactification of X and
;(N_X) the StoneCe^ch compactification of N_X . As in the proof of
Lemma 1.2 we identify l(C0(X )) with a subspace of C(;(N_X)).
Suppose that ! and ‘ are points in ;(N_X) which are separated by a
function in l(C0(X )). To a point ’ # ;(N_X), there corresponds as a
unique point x’ # X such that [ f ](’)= f (x’) for every f # C0(X ), where
we write [ f ] for the sequence each of whose terms is f. Suppose x! {x‘ .
Then l(B) separates ! and ‘ since B separates the point of X . Suppose
that x!=x‘=x . Then by Lemma 1.2, l(B) separates ! and ‘. Suppose
that x!=x‘ {x . Then l(B) separates ! and ‘ by Lemma 1.3. Thus,
l(B), a subalgebra of l(C0(X )), separates the same points of ;(N_X)
as l(C0(X )) does. But then l(B) is dense in l(C0(X )). K
Theorem 1.5. Let B be a Banach function algebra on a locally compact
Hausdorff space X.
(i) If b1p # B for each b # B, where p is an odd natural number larger
than 1, then B=C0(X ).
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(ii) If |b| s # B for each b # B, where 0<s<1, then B=C0(X ).
(iii) If bs # B for each b # B with b0, where 0<s<1, then B=C0(X).
Proof. Part (i) follows directly from Theorem 1.4. To prove (ii) we note
that the function k(t)=| |t| s+t| s&|t| s 2 operates on B and satisfies the
conditions of Theorem 1.4. For (iii) we choose a natural number q such
that 2sq<1. Then |b| 2s q=(b2)s q belongs to B for each b in B and hence, by
(ii), B=C0(X ). K
For the more general case, where B is not supposed to be closed under
multiplication, we need a stronger separation condition than the one
obtained in Lemma 1.1. First we show that given any triple (F, G, K) of
mutually disjoint compact subsets of X, there is a function b in B with
the properties that b | K=0, b | F<0 and b | G>1. To prove this we
distinguish between two cases.
Case 1. The function h is totally non-affine; that is, h is not of the form
h(t)=:t+; on any non-degenerate subinterval of the interval where it is
defined.
Lemma 1.6. Let K be a compact subset of X. Then B | K=C(K).
Proof. As before we identify l(C(K)) with the space C(;(N_K)) and
thus l(B) becomes a subspace of C(;(N_K)). To prove the lemma it
suffices by Bernard’s Lemma to show that l(B) is dense in C(;(N_K)).
By [3], B is dense in C0(X) and thus there is a function in B which is
strictly positive on K.
To make the notation simpler we write B instead of B | K. Then B is a
Banach function space on K with respect to the quotient norm. Let =>0
be small enough so that (&=, =) is contained in the domain of h. Then, by
the definition of the quotient norm, h operates on B= . As in the proof of
Lemma 1.1 we obtain a function b0 in B, positive numbers = and L and a
dense subset A= of B= such that &h b (b0+b)&<L for all b in A= . Thus,
h b [b0+bn]=[h b (b0+bn)] belongs to l(B) if bn belongs to A= for all n
and hence h b [(b0+bn)] belongs to cl(l(B)), the closure in C(;(N_K))
of l(B), if bn belongs to B= for all n. Let bK be a function in B which is
strictly positive on K and let [cn] belong to l(B). The considerations
above show that there is a positive number $ such that h b [b0+tcn&sbK]
is in cl(l(B)) if |t|<$ and |s|<$, and thus
| h b [b0+tcn&sbK] .(s) ds # cl(l(B))
if |t|<$ and if . is a C 0 -function with support in the interval (&$, $).
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Differentiating twice w.r.t. t and putting t=0 we deduce that
[cn]2
[bK]2 | h b [b0&sbK] ."(s) ds # cl(l
(B)).
Put
g=
1
b2K | h b [b0&sbK] ."(s) ds.
From the considerations above we conclude that
[cn][dn][g] # cl(l(B))
for all [cn], [dn] # cl(l(B)). (We have written [ f ] for a sequence each of
whose terms is f.)
Now, the set
A=[[ fn] # l(C(K)) : [ fn] } cl(l(B))cl(l(B))]
is an algebra containing the functions [dn][g], where [dn] # cl(l(B)).
Since h is totally non-affine we can for each x in K choose a C 0 -function
. so that g(x){0. It follows from Lemma 1.3 that the algebra A separates
the points of ;(N_K) and hence A is dense in C(;(N_K)). From the
definition of A it then follows that cl(l(B)) is an algebra and thus it
follows that l(B) is dense in C(;(N_K)). K
Case 2. There is a subinterval J of I such that h is affine on J, h(t)=
:t+; for t in J. In this case we may assume that h(t)=0 for t in J. The
argument is as follows: Multiplying h by a suitable constant we can assume
that h(I )I. Put k(t)=h(t)&:t. Then k(t)=; for t in J. If ;{0 we multiply
h by a constant so that k(I )I and put l=k b k&(k(;);) k. Then l(t)=0
for t in J and limt  0 l $(t)=.
Let now (F, G, K) be a triple of mutually disjoint compact subsets X. In
Case 1, B | (F _ G _ K)=C(F _ G _ K). In Case 2 there is an interval J
where h=0. There is also a positive number $ so that h<0 on (&$, 0) and
h>0 on (0, $). Since B is dense in C0(X ) (see [3]), there is a function b
in B with the properties that h b b<0 on F, 0<h b b on G and h b b=0 on
K. In both cases there is a function b in B with the properties that b | F<0,
b | G>1 and b | K=0. We put
*(F, G ; K)=inf [*>0: _b # cl(B*)
with b | F<0, b | G>1 and b | K=0],
where cl(B*) denotes the closure in C0(X) of the *-ball B* .
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The next lemma is similar to Lemma 1.1.
Lemma 1.7. There exists an open subset U of X, whose closure K is a
compact subset of X, and a positive number M so that *(F, G ; K)M for
every pair F, G of disjoint compact subsets of X"K.
Proof. We proceed exactly as in the proof of Lemma 1.1 and put
a=h b\b0+ =*(F, G ; K)+1 b+&h b b0
where b # cl(B*) with *<*(F, G ; K)+1, b | F<0, b | G>1 and b | K=0.
Then a belongs to cl(B2L), a | K=0, a | G>1 and a | G>=T(*(F, G ; K)+1).
Thus
2L*(F, G ; K)
=T
*(F, G ; K)+1
>
=T
2
,
and we get the same contradiction as in the proof of Lemma 1.1. K
For a compact subset K of X we put
C0(X )(K)=[ f # C0(X ) : f | K=0].
We have the following analogue to Lemma 1.2:
Lemma 1.8. Let K be as in the previous lemma. Then l(C0(X )(K))
cl(l(B)), the closure in C(;(N_X) of l(B).
Proof. Let us suppose + is a bounded regular Borel measure on
;(N_X) which annihilates l(B) but not l(C0(X)(K)). We can assume
that + has no mass on N_[x], where x denotes the point at infinity
of X. Let +1 denote the restriction of the measure + to ;(N_X)"N_K.
Then +1 {0 by the assumptions on +.
Let +1=++1 &+
&
1 be the Jordan decomposition of +1 . For 0<#<1
we choose disjoint compact subsets F and G of ;(N_X)"N_K so that
++1 (F)=+
&
1 (G)=0 and +
&
1 (F)++
+
1 (G)># &+1 &.
Let [ fn] be an element of l(C0(X)(K)) with the properties that
[ fn] | F<0 and [ fn] | G>1 and put
Fn=[x # X : fn0] and Gn=[x # X : fn1]
for each natural number n. By the previous lemma there is for each natural
number n a function bn in cl(B2M+1) for which bn | Fn<&1, bn | Gn>1
and bn | K=0, where M is as in the previous lemma. Then [bn] is in
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cl(l(B)), [bn] | F&1, [bn] | G1, [bn] | N_K=0 and &[bn]&
2M+1. Hence,
0=| [bn] d+=| [bn] d+1+&1 (F)+++1 (G)&(2M+1)(1&#)
# &+1 &&(2M+1)(1&#) &+1 &.
But the last quantity is greater than zero if #>(2M+1)(2M+2). This
contradiction shows that l(C0(X )(K))cl(l(B)). K
We are now in a position to prove the extension of Theorem 1.4 to the
Banach space case.
Theorem 1.9. Let B be a Banach function space on a locally compact
Hausdorff space X and suppose B has an operating function h defined in a
neighborhood of 0, differentiable to the left and right of 0, where the
derivative has the property that limt  0 h$(t)=. Then B=C0(X ).
Proof. By Bernard’s lemma it is sufficient to show that l(B) is dense
in l(C0(X )). We have shown that there is a compact subset K of X so
that l(C0(X )(K))cl(l(B)). Let x be a point in K, and put B1=
B(x) | (X"[x]), where B(x) consists of those functions in B which vanish
at x. Then, by the theorem in [3], B1 is a Banach function space on
X"[x] and h operates on B1 . Applying the previous lemma for B1 , we
conclude that there is a compact subset Kx of X"[x] such that l(C0(X)
(Kx _ [x]))cl(l(B1)), and hence l(C0(X )(Kx _ [x]))cl(l(B)).
There is also a function b # B with b(x){0 and b | Kx=0. For Case 1, the
existence of b follows from Lemma 1.6; for Case 2, b exists because B is
dense in C0(X ) and h=0 on the interval J. It follows that l(C0(X )(Kx))
cl(l(B)). Finitely many of the sets X"Kx cover K, say, Kki=1 X"Kxi .
For each i we pick a function gi in C0(X ) in such that a way that gi=0
on Kxi and 
k
i=1 gi=1 on K. Let now [ fn] be an element of l
(C0(X )).
Then [gi fn] belongs to cl(l(B)) for each i and [ fn]&ki=1 [gi fn] is also
in cl(l(B)). Thus [ fn] belongs to cl(l(B)). We have shown that l(B) is
dense in l(C0(X)). K
Items (i) and (ii) of Theorem 1.5 are also true for Banach function
spaces:
Theorem 1.10. Let B be a Banach function space on a locally compact
Hausdorff space X.
(i) If b1p # B for each b # B, where p is an odd natural number larger
than 1, then B=C0(X ).
(ii) If |b| s # B for each b # B, where 0<s<1, then B=C0(X ).
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Remark. In the definition of a Banach function space on X we demanded
that the points of X could be separated by the absolute values of functions
in B. The above theorems are not true if we merely demand that points of
X can be separated by functions in B. To see this let X=[&1, 1]"[0] and
let B be the space of all real-valued, continuous, odd functions on X. The
function h(t)=t13 operates on B.
Let now A be a Banach algebra of complex-valued functions on a locally
compact Hausdorff space X, and put B=Re A, the space of the real parts
of the functions in A. It is not hard to see that the points of X can be
separated by the absolute values of the functions in B. It is also not hard
to see that B is a Banach space in the (quotient) norm
&b&1=inf [& f & : f # A and Re f=b] for b # B.
Thus, B is a Banach function space on X in this norm.
In the case when X is compact and A contains the constant functions.
Hatori [4] has shown that if there is a number s between 0 and 1 such that
bs is in B whenever b is a non-negative function in B, then A=C0(X, C).
(Here and below we use the symbols C and R to distinguish between spaces
of complex-valued and real-valued functions.) In the locally compact case
it is not clear that B contains any non-negative functions except the zero-
function. We can however apply Theorem 1.10 and deduce that if there is
an odd natural number p larger than 1 such that b1p is in B whenever b
is in B or, if there is a real number s between 0 and 1 such that |b| s is in
B for each b in B, then B=C0(X, R). But then A=C0(X, C). To see this
we let X1 denote the one-point compactification of X and let A1 be the
algebra
A1=[a+* : a # A and * # C].
Clearly, A1 is a Banach function algebra in the norm given by
&a+*&=&a&+|*| for a+* # A
and Re A1=C(X, R). Hence, by a result of Bernard [1], A1=C(X, C). But
then A=C0(X, C). Thus we have proved
Theorem 1.11. Let A be a Banach function algebra of complex-valued
functions on a locally compact Hausdorff space X.
(i) If b1p # Re A for each b # Re A, where p is an odd natural number
larger than 1, then A=C0(X, C).
(ii) If |b| s # Re A for each b # Re A, where 0<s<1, then A=C0(X, C).
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